
In celebration of deer season, here’s that time in 2016 that
26 snakes ended up in a deer blind
by Joe Gross

Good morning! We are about ten days or so into deer hunting season for Travis County (you can check up on dates here),
so it seems like a the perfect time to remind hunters near and far of that time last year 26 rattlesnakes showed up in a deer
blind. Last March, a Panhandle-based hunter named Rusty Hopper found a whole mess of snakes when he... well...

TripAdvisor, under fire for removing claims of rape, will now flag hotels with reported
incidents
by Marwa Eltagouri, Rachel Siegel, The Washington Post

In response to widespread criticism for removing claims of sexual assault from its forums to keep them "family friendly,"
TripAdvisor has started placing warning symbols - or "badges" - on the review pages of hotels and businesses where rape
and other safety incidents have been reported.  The travel and restaurant review website...
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by Concepcion De Leon, The New York Times

As the Caribbean recovers from a devastating hurricane season, here are three books by writers from the region that tackle
the culture and resilience of the people of Grenada, Haiti and the West Indies.  —  “LADY IN A BOAT"By Merle Collins95
pages. Peepal Tree Press. (2003)  In this book of poetry, Collins...

From whiskey den to adventure vessel, resurrected tall ship
sets sail for points south
by Craig Hill, The News Tribune (Tacoma, Wash.)

TACOMA, Wash. — Jordan Hanssen says he’s doesn’t use the word resurrection lightly, but he can’t think of a better word to
describe the story of the tall ship where he’ll spend the next month.  The 72-foot topsail schooner named Dirigo II was hidden
away for its protection during World War II, it sailed twice around...

US tightens travel rules to Cuba, blacklists many businesses
by Josh Lederman, The Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans seeking to visit Cuba must navigate a complicated maze of travel, commerce and
financial restrictions unveiled Wednesday by the Trump administration, part of a new policy to further isolate the island's
communist government.  Now off-limits to U.S. citizens are dozens of Cuban hotels, shops, tour companies and...
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